Compressed sensing in spectroscopy for chemical analysis
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Analytical chemists are instilled with the Shannon–Nyquist theorem for measuring practices: the sampling frequency must be greater than two times the frequency of the signal of interest to avoid misrepresentation. Furthermore, chemical analysis techniques keep evolving to yield increasing amounts of information resulting in greater demands in data collection, data analysis and computer memory. This leads to typical practices of performing software data compression. In addition, techniques that require increases in spatial frequency of array detectors typically lead to expensive hardware solutions. Over the past ten years, compressed sensing has presented a sampling paradigm shift. The main idea is to perform compression during data acquisition which leads to several advantages, including faster analysis time and availability of cost effective alternatives to array detectors. In this short review, a summary of the main concepts of compressed sensing are presented. In addition, selected examples of compressed sensing applications in spectrochemical analysis are used to showcase its advantages and potential.

Introduction

Spectroscopists, and metrologists in general, are tasked with measuring analog signals. On the other hand, computational systems are digital and this means that one must sample the analog signal to transform it into digital form for storage and processing. The trick is to sample in such a way as to be able to faithfully reconstruct the signal of interest. Here enters the Shannon–Nyquist sampling theorem which states that the minimum sampling rate should be higher than twice the frequency of the signal of interest. This has been the dogma for quite some time now.

There are several issues associated with such practice. The first issue is that the amount of data collected can be quite daunting, especially when several dimensions are monitored. Such is the case for hyperspectral imaging, where the signal intensity is followed along the spatial $x$, $y$, $z$ dimensions, the spectral $\lambda$ dimension, and even the temporal dimension. Such file sizes pose a burden in terms of available computer memory. The second issue is that of array detectors and cost. The tendency is to try to acquire an image with a wide field-of-view and at a high resolution which means that more elements are needed in an array detector. This is typically translated into prohibitive hardware costs. However, even when one has enough computer memory and hardware resources to meet the first two issues mentioned above, there is a third issue: time. Such highly dimensional signals take an increasing amount of time for data collection, processing and analysis.

The issues of computer memory burden as well as data processing and data analysis time can be improved through data compression practices. Data compression can be undertaken because not all elements of such data contain relevant information. An example of data compression is when a picture taken with a consumer point-and-shoot camera is saved in JPEG format instead of as a RAW data file. The difference is hardly discernible to the naked eye, yet the file sizes are much smaller. In this case, the data is said to be sparse, and if not perfectly sparse then compressible, which means that most of the significant information is contained in a few elements.
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However, if not all data elements contain relevant information, would it not be better to only collect those elements with the important part of the signal? This is where compressed sensing (CS) comes in. In CS, the compression is performed during the signal acquisition, thus alleviating the issues mentioned above.

Several decades before compressed sensing came to be known as such, radio astronomers\(^7\) and seismic explorers\(^8\) were able to beat the limitation imposed by the Shannon–Nyquist theorem. In the case of the geological experiments it involved sending a seismic pulse from the surface to the sub-surface and measuring the reflected pulse generated at the underground layer boundaries with sensors at the surface. In principle, the convoluted observed information is not sufficient to recreate the shape of the layers in a unique way. Nevertheless, geologists realized that subsurface layers are mostly homogeneous with very few interfaces where the reflected pulses are generated, thus a sparse spike train. It was this awareness of the signal sparsity that allowed undersampled reconstruction. In a similar way, in the mid-2000s, researchers showed they could reconstruct magnetic resonance images uniquely from undersampled data.\(^6\) This work inspired Candès, Romberg and Tao,\(^7\)\(^8\) as well as Donoho,\(^9\) to publish the papers that have made compressed sensing such a hot topic.

Only a decade has passed since these CS framework manuscripts were published but compressed sensing has exploded into many different fields, including geology, medicine, astronomy, etc. This review is not meant to be comprehensive, but only a tutorial introduction to the subject through a conceptual view followed by a presentation of some applications in spectroscopy relevant to chemical analysis. Several excellent reviews and materials are available for further reading,\(^6\)\(^–\)\(^13\) some of which offer a more rigorous mathematical description of the subject\(^7\)\(^–\)\(^9\),\(^16\) and describe applications in other fields.

Compressed sensing: a conceptual view

**Group sampling and the case of the counterfeit gold coin**

A quick look at group sampling will allow us to get a more intuitive understanding of how can one obtain the information of interest without being bound by the Shannon–Nyquist limits. In this case there is a collection of eight gold coins but one of them is a counterfeit. In principle, we would have to weigh each coin to identify the bad one. However, the task is to identify the bad one through its weight difference while making as few weighings as possible. This can be achieved by weighing the coins in groups because we know how much a genuine gold coin should weigh. The coins can be weighed in groups of four and, with the right combinations, only three weighings are required. In the first measurement coins 1, 2, 3, and 4 are weighed simultaneously, in the second measurement, coins 1, 2, 5, and 6, and in the third measurement, coins 1, 3, 5, and 7. If none of the measurements give the expected, or correct, weight then we know coin 1 is counterfeit because it was the only coin included in all three measurements. Conversely, if all measurements yield the correct weight we can conclude coin 8 is the counterfeit coin because it was not included in any measurement. If only the first measurement is incorrect then coin 4 is counterfeit because it was only included in that measurement. The same logic applies to the second or third measurements to identify coin 6 or coin 7, respectively, as counterfeit. If the first and second measurements are incorrect but not the third it means that coin 2 is counterfeit because it was the only coin included in the first two measurements. A similar concept applies to coin 3 with measurements one and three, as well as coin 5 with measurements two and three.

One might argue that three group measurements compared to eight individual ones (probably less if the counterfeit coin is weighed early) is not a significant improvement. Nevertheless, what if there were 1000 coins or more? Then the advantages are very clear. Something else to note is that in the above situation it was known beforehand that there was one counterfeit coin, which allowed the design of the measurement combinations, or matrix. What if there were several counterfeit coins? In this case, the best way to decide which coin will be included in what measurement is randomly and independently. This would be analogous to flipping each coin to decide if it is going to be included in that measurement. The importance of such practice is that it gives equal probability to each component of being measured.

**Reconstructing the signal**

In the 8 coin example it is intuitive to see how to identify the counterfeit coin from the measurement matrix. Nevertheless, with a thousand coins it is not so clear. Typically, one is used to solving problems that are determined, that is, systems with the same number of independent equations and unknowns. When the problem is determined it is certain to have a unique solution. This would be the case when each coin is measured separately in the above example or when obtaining a 256 x 256 picture image by measuring each pixel individually from the 65536 array.

On the other hand, compressed sensing systems are by nature underdetermined which means there are less equations in comparison to the number of unknowns. After all, the purpose is to get the relevant information from less measurements. At first glance, however, the problem seems insurmountable, if there are not enough measurements then there are not enough restrictions on the system which results in an infinite number of solutions. How, then, was it possible to solve the 8 coin example above? The answer is sparsity. In the 8 coin example it was known *a priori* that there was only one counterfeit coin, which allowed inferring, or reconstructing, the original signal from the measurement matrix. This can be better illustrated by writing out the measurement matrix ($\phi$) and applying it to the sample, or coin, matrix ($X$) to obtain a resulting weights matrix ($b$), or $b = \phi X$. The $\phi$ matrix is known from the experiment design and the $b$ matrix is known from the measurements performed. The task is to reconstruct the original signal, or in this case the $X$ matrix. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the sparsity restriction of only one counterfeit coin leads to...
a unique solution of the $X$ matrix. Thus, sparsity is a very powerful restriction for obtaining a unique solution to under-determined systems.

Then again, not all signals of interest are originally sparse. Take for example a complex wave signal which is very dense when plotted as a function of time. Nevertheless, such signals can be represented in a different basis, or domain, where they are sparse (Fig. 2). Thus, upon subjecting the wave signal in question to a Fourier transform it becomes clear that the signal is sparse in the frequency domain. The same can be said for images which may appear very dense originally but most of the information can be contained within a few elements upon processing with, for example, a discrete cosine transform. Selecting only those elements for reconstructing the image is at the heart of jpeg file compression (Fig. 2).

1-Norm minimization, unit circles & sparsity

The unique solution to the $X$ matrix in Fig. 1 is intuitive at a glance but when one has many more coins, or pixels to measure, then an algorithm to reach the unique solution has to be followed. There are several ways to do it, for example, one can take a brute force approach and attempt all potential answers:
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Matrix representation for finding a single counterfeit gold coin among 8 gold coins. Each row of the measurement matrix $\Phi$ represents a combination of coins to be weighed. Each element of a row in $\phi$ determines if the 1st coin, 2nd coin, 3rd coin, etc., will be included (1) in that measurement or not (0). Each row of the resulting weights matrix $b$ denotes the weight of the corresponding combination of coins, or row, in $\phi$. $X$ is the sample matrix and each row stands for a different coin. In the sample matrix, a deviation from the nominal gold coin weight is denoted with a 1 and the absence of a deviation with a 0. In this case, the resulting weights matrix $b$ shows a deviation only in the first measurement, thus, it is clear that the 4th coin is the counterfeit one because it is only included in the first measurement and we know a priori that there is only one counterfeit gold coin.

![Fig. 2](image2.png)

Signals which are not sparse in their original basis can be sparse when represented in another basis. (Top) A complex signal waveform that varies as a function of time is sparse in the frequency domain. (Bottom) An originally dense image can be represented in a different basis through a discrete cosine transform (DCT). A very accurate reconstruction of the image by inverse DCT with only the components $\geq 10$ shows that the image is highly compressible. Both examples were completed with Matlab software and the included sample autumn.tif image.
until the correct one is found. This approach, however, is very impractical and consumes an exceedingly long time. For example, if someone says “I am thinking of a number between 1 and 100, what is it?” It would take an average of 50 tries (N/2) if one were to guess individual numbers. A better way to do it is with a game of “20 questions” where one can ask if the number is greater than 50 and depending on the answer one can adapt the next question until the correct number is found. This approach would take log₂ N questions, or ~7 for our 100 number example above.10 Here, the approach to find the unique solution that will be briefly introduced is called l1-norm minimization which has virtually become analogous with compressed sensing. It is similar to the “20 questions” approach but it is non-adaptive to make it relevant in practice. A norm is a quantity that describes the size of a vector, or matrix, in vector space. The l_p-norm of x is:

\[ \|x\|_p = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} |x_i|^p \right)^{1/p} \]

The l_0-norm is of interest because it will yield the total number of non-zero elements in x given that any non-zero element to the zeroth power will result in one. Technically, the l_0-norm is not a norm but that is outside the scope of this review so for now the nomenclature will be kept for clarity purposes. Going back to our 8 coin example in Fig. 1 it is clear that the unique solution is found by minimizing the l_0-norm of x, i.e. its total number of non-zero elements, again because of the sparsity restriction. The drawback of using the l_0-norm is that its minimization is regarded as computationally intractable, or NP-hard, if the system is large, which basically means it is too complex to solve.16 On the other side of the spectrum is the l_2-norm minimization, which is the very well established least squares minimization approach. In this case, minimization can be performed very efficiently, unfortunately it rarely leads to the sparsest, or in case correct, solution.12,14,16 One can get a conceptual view of this by looking at the geometric representation of the line including all the possible solutions to \( b = \phi X \) and how it intersects with the two-dimensional “l_2-ball”, or for X with only two components (Fig. 3). The “l_2-ball” contains all equivalent l_p-norms which are equal or less than the “ball” radius. The task is to have the \( b = \phi X \) line intersect with the “l_p-ball” at the minimum l_p-norm which is at the axis, where one of the two x components is zero. This is clearly the case with the l_0-norm but, again, minimization becomes a computationally intractable problem. On the other hand, it is also clear that the b = \( \phi X \) line does not intersect the “l_2-ball” at the axis which means it will not give the sparsest l-norm. Consequently, one can turn to the l_1-norm.12,13,14,16 The “l_1-ball” is anisotropic in a similar way to the “l_0-ball” such that the vertices lie at the axis. Thus, there is a very high probability that l_1-norm minimization will yield the same solution as the l_0-norm minimization. This is very powerful because there are several algorithms to minimize the l_1-norm and, even though this is not as efficient as a least squares minimization, they have gotten to the point where it is practical to work with thousands of measurements.18 In addition, such recovery algorithms are able to give very good approximations even when the signal is not perfectly sparse.9 Furthermore, even when the signal is perturbed by error there are means to recover the signal such that the recovery error is comparable to the error in the measurement.19

### Challenges in compressed sensing

One of the challenges in compressed sensing is that of dynamic range. Going back to the counterfeit gold coin example, a smaller dynamic range is needed when weighing the coins individually as opposed to weighing combinations of four coins. This may not be such a problem in this case but it quickly becomes an issue when trying to obtain a megapixel spectral image through compressed sensing approaches. Most measurements of random combinations will give values close to an average but some will give much higher or much lower values. If all the random combinations are to be included within the dynamic range of the detector then the bit-depth will limit the ability to distinguish the differences between the values around the average. One way to get around this is to zoom-in around the average such that the much higher and lower values are outside the measuring window (i.e. saturated). Then, one can either reject the saturated measurements or factor them into the recovery algorithm.20 One of the reasons this works is because each measurement carries approximately equal amount of information.

---

**Fig. 3**  Simplified geometric representation of the l_p-norm minimization where the dotted line including all the possible solutions to \( b = \phi X \) intersects with different two-dimensional l_p-balls. It is clear that the l_0-norm minimization would yield the sparsest and correct solution as shown by the intersection at the axis (minimum number of non-zero elements) but this is an intractable computational problem. The l_2-norm minimization (ball shape obtained from Euclidean geometry) is very efficient computationally but does not yield the sparsest solution as shown by the intersection away from the axis. Nevertheless, the l_1-ball does have its apex along the axis (ball shape obtained from taxi-cab geometry) thus l_1-norm minimization will yield the sparsest solution that can be computed.
Another challenge is when the signal is shot-noise, or Poisson noise, limited. For example, it has been shown that in this case the error bound decreases as the number of sensors goes down for an image of fixed intensity.\textsuperscript{24} This may be counter intuitive at first but no so much considering the analogous situation of multiplex advantage turning into a disadvantage in shot-noise limited situations.

**Selected compressed sensing designs for spectral imaging**

**Single pixel cameras**

One of the most prominent designs for compressed sensing spectral imaging is the single pixel camera.\textsuperscript{22,23} Here, an object is imaged onto a digital micromirror device (DMD). The DMD can then sequentially reflect pseudorandom combinations of bundles of light from the image onto a detector consisting of a single sensor (Fig. 4a). Finally, recovery of the original image can be performed by using the known measurement matrix and data. The advantage is that one can circumvent the need for prohibitively expensive, or non-existing in some spectral regions, array detectors while minimizing the time penalties of pixel-by-pixel scanning, or whisker broom, approaches. Nevertheless, a sequence of measurements is still needed for reconstruction such that some time sensitive applications may be outside of the capabilities of this design. Several embodiments now include not just spatial encoding, as described above, but also spectral encoding and/or a one dimensional sensor array for multi-spectral imaging applications.

**Coded apertures**

Another approach to compressed sensing spectral imaging is through the use of coded apertures. A coded aperture snapshot spectral imager (CASSI) spatially encodes the image before it passes through a dispersive element onto an array detector.\textsuperscript{15,24,25} Basically, the coded aperture replaces the entrance slit on a spectrograph (Fig. 4b). The result will be a “stack” of spatially encoded images which are shifted by wavelength according to the dispersion factor of the spectrograph and measured simultaneously (or integrated) by the array detector. The spectral images can then be recovered through CS algorithms. The main advantage is that several spectral images can be obtained with a single camera shot, although objects with abundant spectral and spatial features need multiple shots for a faithful reconstruction. Nevertheless, it is still more amenable to time sensitive situations compared to the single-pixel approach. On the other hand, it requires an array detector which may be prohibitively expensive in some situations.

**Selected examples of CS in analytical spectrometry**

Ever since the seminal paper by Candès, Romberg, and Tao in 2006,\textsuperscript{7} there have been a lot of applications reported on compressed sensing regarding imaging and spectroscopy. Table 1 shows many of the different techniques that have benefited from CS approaches. It is evident that there are few studies where atomic spectroscopy or elemental analysis has taken advantage of CS but they have demonstrated that the potential gains are superb. Here, several of these studies will be described, together with some examples from molecular spectroscopy, with the aim of giving the reader a sense of the possibilities and advantages but this is not meant to be an exhaustive list.

The advantages of CS are uniquely harnessed by multidimensional spectroscopy for chemical analysis, even when these are not multiple spatial dimensions. A great example of CS in atomic spectroscopy would be the work of Aspuru-Guzik et al.\textsuperscript{26} with phase-modulation two-dimensional fluorescence of \textsuperscript{87}Rb vapor. In this 2D ultrafast spectroscopy technique the sample is excited using a series of laser pulses separated by coherence times, population times, and measurement times. The authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Selected examples of imaging and spectroscopy techniques benefiting from compressed sensing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-ray diffraction\textsuperscript{16,27}</td>
<td>X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy\textsuperscript{28}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy\textsuperscript{29,30}</td>
<td>Fluorescence spectroscopy\textsuperscript{31–36}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioluminescence spectroscopy\textsuperscript{37}</td>
<td>Raman spectroscopy\textsuperscript{38–45}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared spectroscopy\textsuperscript{44–51}</td>
<td>Sum frequency generation spectroscopy\textsuperscript{52,53}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terahertz spectroscopy</td>
<td>Multidimensional nuclear magnetic resonance\textsuperscript{58,59}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging\textsuperscript{60–66}</td>
<td>Electron microscopy\textsuperscript{67–71}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron energy loss spectroscopy\textsuperscript{72,73}</td>
<td>Atomic force microscopy\textsuperscript{74–79}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helium atom scattering\textsuperscript{80}</td>
<td>Super-resolution imaging\textsuperscript{81–88}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confocal microscopy\textsuperscript{89–91}</td>
<td>Mass spectrometry\textsuperscript{92–96}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Typical architectures for compressed sensing spectral imaging. In the single-pixel camera (A) a sequence of pseudo-random binary masks encode the image such that a series of combinations of light bundles arrive at the single-pixel detector. In the coded aperture approach (B) a single aperture replaces the entrance slit on a spectrograph.
showed how using the same sample data they were able to obtain an order-of-magnitude better spectral resolution through uniform grid sampling CS (Fig. 5). Conversely, they also show that it is possible to get similar spectral resolution using less than 5% of the sampled data but with random sampling in the time domain. Kubarych and co-workers also applied CS to multi-dimensional spectroscopy but in this case 2D-IR. They show that the typical features of a 2D-IR system can be reproduced with the CS approach in less than 1/16th of the time. It is worth noting that for many FT spectroscopy techniques the Nyquist sampling theorem applied to time-domain digitization determines maximum observable frequency rather than resolution. A more recent example of compressed sensing applied to multidimensional spectroscopy is the single-point array reconstruction by spatial encoding (SPARSE) approach by Harel et al. Another example of CS in elemental analysis is the work of Bals et al. where they achieve 3D elemental mapping at the atomic scale. The authors implement high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) where the projected image intensity depends on the material thickness and the atomic number. Taking advantage of compressed sensing tomography and statistical parameter estimation, they were able to reconstruct the 3D elemental composition of an Au/Ag core shell nanoparticle (Fig. 6) with as little as 5 orthogonal projections.

Imaging of laser induced breakdown plasmas has also benefited from compressed sensing approaches. Mochizuki and co-workers demonstrate the use of an ultra-high-speed multi-aperture CMOS compressed sensing imager on LIBS plasmas. This imaging architecture is interesting to examine, basically, it features a 5 x 3 aperture array where each aperture consists of a lens which projects an image onto a CMOS sub-region. The binary modulation of each aperture is implemented in time, such that the captured images are temporally-multiplexed. This approach allows single-shot burst-readout image acquisition rates of 200 Mfps. The authors observe the evolution of a laser induced breakdown plasma in air and show the development of a primary and secondary plasma under their operating conditions (Fig. 7).

In 2006, Brady et al. implemented a coded aperture optical spectrograph. The binary (open/closed) 2D pattern on the aperture based on Hadamard S-matrices allowed reconstruction from the spectral projections on the focal plane array detector. The increased light throughput due to the size of the aperture (1.73 mm x 4.32 mm) results in a signal-to-noise increase of (N/2)^0.5 where N refers to the Hadamard matrix order. The large coded aperture also allows for better coupling of large etendue, i.e. geometric extent, sources. They show a proof-of-principle spectra with the atomic emission of an argon lamp and move on to perform a Raman spectroscopy quantitative study of ethanol in tissue. In another interesting example, Ben-Amotz and co-authors designed and implemented a multivariate hyperspectral Raman imager. In their design, the collected Raman scattering passes through a volume-phase holographic (VPH)
grating onto a liquid-crystal based reflective spatial light modulator (SLM) such that the reflected spatial/spectral encoded light comes back through the VPH grating and is directed by a beam splitter to single-pixel sensor. The programmable optical filter can then be used to circumvent expensive array detectors or to pre-train filter functions to look for specific analytes which makes the chemical imaging much faster (>1 ms per pixel image).

Baldelli and co-workers have used compressed sensing for sum frequency generation hyperspectral microscopy. In SFG the non-linear optical interaction between a visible laser and an infrared laser on a sample surface is utilized. Advantages include the ability to obtain the surface chemical information provided by IR but collected at visible wavelengths. In their work, the authors encode the visible laser with a sequence of pseudorandom patterns via a digital micromirror device. The signal is then collected with a spectrograph and the image recovered through CS algorithms. The authors report hyperspectral images recovered with acquisition in a fifth of the time compared to typical methods.

Glass et al. have reported the use of 1D93 and 2D96 coded apertures for mass spectrometry. In their 2D S-matrix coded aperture work, they use a 90-degree magnetic sector mass spectrometer with a 0.45 T magnet and an array detector comprised of a micro channel plate, phosphor screen and camera. The mass spectrometer features a large uniform ion flux and a magnetic sector with a wide gap and better able to preserve field homogeneity. They show proof-of-principle electron impact ionization mass spectra of ethanol, acetone, and argon (Fig. 8). An increase in throughput by 3.5 times was observed with the 2D coded aperture accompanied with a 1.3× to 1.4× loss in resolution. On the other hand, a similar throughput increase (3.5×) with a typical slit would come with an equivalent loss in resolution (3.5×).

Fig. 7 Ultra-high-speed multi-aperture CMOS compressed sensing imager on LIBS plasmas. An image frame rate of 200 Mfps was achieved with the CS approach. Reprinted with permission from Mochizuki et al. Copyright (2015) IEEE.

Fig. 8 Ion images from magnetic sector spectrograph with a typical entrance slit (a) compared to a 2D coded aperture (b). The corresponding recovered spectra (c) shows the better S/N for the coded aperture (S – 15) vs. the normal slit (slit – 3). Reprinted from Glass et al. with permission of Springer.
Furthermore, CS has been shown to be advantageous with regards to data mining. For example, Griffin et al.
considered the benefits of using compressed sensing for spectroscopic classification of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy data. They compare CS versus other approaches of LIBS materials identification such as principal component analysis or partial least squares. One of their main observations is that the signal obtained via CS techniques is inherently classified, thus one does not need to reconstruct the signal prior to classification. Conversely, Conrad and co-authors developed a CS approach to pick features and classify proteomics mass spectral data and improve bio-medical interpretation. The sparse proteomics analysis algorithm was reported to perform better than other popular algorithms for the cases studied.

Conclusions and perspective

The conceptual view of compressed sensing given here has served to develop an intuition of how it works. Furthermore, selected architectures and applications have served to demonstrate the far-reaching and ongoing impact of compressed sensing techniques. The CS benefits of better spatial/spectral resolution with fully sampled data sets, faster acquisition times with undersampled data sets, or higher throughput have been harnessed by many techniques (see Table 1). In addition, novel CS instrument designs and implementations are constantly being reported, like a camera with an order-of-magnitude thinner optics, or a lens-less camera, or the use of a CMOS camera’s electronics to perform the encoding instead of a physical mask. Nevertheless, there are only a few implementations of CS in atomic spectroscopy, or elemental analysis, thus there are many potential benefits to be realized here. This is illustrated in a paper describing a CS spectral imaging system implemented on plasma optical emission spectroscopy that is concurrently submitted to this issue. It is clear that compressed sensing will keep growing in the field of spectrochemical analysis and will continue permeating into different areas of study, accelerated by further research into its current challenges.
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